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both to preserve the moisture in the soil, to assist aeration,
to keep the land clean, and to give the crops a chance of
growing properly.	3^R V*\S
Village roads must be kept in order and raised above'the
level of the fields otherwise it will cost more to get the crops
to market; after rain it may not be possible to get them
there at all, or the cattle may be damaged on the way.
Clod-breaking is very generally neglected ; in fact, there is
a lazy man's proverb in the Punjab, * the bigger the clods
the bigger the gram crop '. Cane sets must be soaked before
planting. Cotton must be sown in lines and must be
thinned as it grows, to let sunlight and air reach the lower
branches. These operations require a little thpught and
labour, but are worth at least two maunds to the acre in
increased production. The making of compost is yet
another profitable job. <3rj juq \£-% I b 1 °^ ° *\
9. Attention to crop diseases and pests I Crops are liable
to be attacked by pests and diseases, just like man and
cattle. The causes are in general the same—too little food
or the wrong kind of food.1 Badly ploughed land will
harbour insects but will not hold water. Neglected banks
and terraces, unrotted manure or shortage of manure,
failure to weed or hoe, too much or too little water—all
these things mean unhealthy crops, and unhealthy crops, like
unhealthy children, cannot resist cold, drought or insects.
Crops require constant attention. Whenever a crop
looks unhealthy, the cultivator should take steps to find
out why, and if he can find the remedy, he must apply it,
however much work is required. Many of the crop pests
(e.g. white-fly) are got rid of by spraying. Water
strengthened with tobacco juice or soap, and even plain
water, will often do a lot of good.
1 See p. 110.

